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But this is difficult to demonstrate.

The typical approach taken to explain the 
advantages of Bitcoin is to try and wow people 
with its technology....

Bitcoin has Particular Advantages 
for Disaster Response and Relief



Bitcoin is a Great Technology!

Cryptographically secure the Blockchain using 
SHA256 Hashes to prevent double spends and 
Bitcoin Mining to distribute the management of the 
Blockchain world wide to avoid the dangers of a 51 percent 
attack, and scripting to allow multiple signatures and other forms of 
establishing the rights to create outputs from given transactions, the 
management of which is incentivized by the block rewards to miners halving every 
210,000 blocks, which will stop production at a fixed number of Bitcoin produced of ~21 million, 
currently at ~11.5 million, easily transferred scanning the QR code....

Er…. 
Is This Working? 



And 
           (this is scary) 
                                   There is more...      

       What does that mean?

       How does this Change Anything?



Demonstrating the Power of Bitcoin

Instead of a technical rant, I wanted to just do 
something.

Something that would demonstrate how Bitcoin 
can be quickly mobilized.

Something that would demonstrate how 
resources from around the world could be 
gathered quickly, transparently, and honestly. 



My Solution:  Passing Bitcoin

The vision was to stage a World Wide Financial 
Transaction Relay

Something anyone would be free to replicate

Something that proves without any doubt  
Bitcoin provides features important to Charities 
(and Businesses, and Individuals) ... 
  

…  that current financial companies will not or 
cannot provide



The Reddit challenge 

I asked for a few people to join me one evening 
to pass a bit of Bitcoin from one to another, 
relay style.



Results:

On May 24th 2013, nine people joined the 
relay.

Starting with .5 a Bitcoin (valued at $66 at the 
time), we began passing the .5 bitcoin from one 
participant to another.

For a distance of more than 3 times around the 
world.

Executing 10 International Transactions



Results:

In 1 Hour, 51 Minutes, 45 Seconds



100% of the .5 Bitcoin  
   Makes the Whole Trip 

Transaction fees of a few pennies meant that 
everyone was willing to cover them for this 
demonstration.

The typical .005 transaction fee came in about 
6 cents per Transaction

At the end of the Relay, the One Foundation 
received the entire .5 Bitcoin.



Replaying the Event...



AlanX in Austin, TX sends to
MrBubbles007 in Niagara, Canada



MrBubbles007 in Niagara, Canada sends to
123felix in Aukland, New Zeland



123felix in Aukland, New Zeland sends to
TheSelfGoverned in Buffalo, NY



TheSelfGoverned in Buffalo, NY sends to
techsavver in New Delhi, India



techsavver in New Delhi, India sends to
EvilGeniusAtSmall in Los Angeles, CA



EvilGeniusAtSmall in Los Angeles, CA sends to
thisdude in Montevideo, Uruguay



thisdude in Montevideo, Uruguay sends to
coinocopia in Phoenix, AZ



coinocopia in Phoenix, AZ sends to
123felix in Auckland, New Zeland



123felix in Auckland, New Zeland sends to
Alanx in Austin, TX



Alanx in Austin, TX sends to 
bitcoinbash in Boston, MA



bitcoinbash in Boston, MA sends to
The One Foundation, Shenzhen China



The Entire Chain of Transactions are 
a Matter of Record 

Even today, the transaction chain of the 
Passing Bitcoin Relay exists in the Bitcoin 
“Block Chain” which anyone can audit at 
blockchain.info

In Real Time, we all watched the transactions 
process.  

In the end, we all knew that the whole donation 
went to the One Foundation



Here are Bitcoin Addresses Involved



Here are the transactions: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https://blockchain.info/tx/4ff5ffd3ab50bc617fe4c96653b0fc40d8ea31192bcf2a6bef3ced96e4d22f12
https://blockchain.info/tx/4ff5ffd3ab50bc617fe4c96653b0fc40d8ea31192bcf2a6bef3ced96e4d22f12
https://blockchain.info/tx/336605d9abd90aebd399cf757873c78678aa1b55258bae50b69010ed60c85543
https://blockchain.info/tx/336605d9abd90aebd399cf757873c78678aa1b55258bae50b69010ed60c85543
https://blockchain.info/tx/1ffe3bda5c9fca40dee2f7decb2daed1679d16c3823b77fabf7479e78ac6a968
https://blockchain.info/tx/1ffe3bda5c9fca40dee2f7decb2daed1679d16c3823b77fabf7479e78ac6a968
https://blockchain.info/tx/8b8cf412eab905d5d81d406c0088ab049ee98ee361ac08588a18eac7401f4f18
https://blockchain.info/tx/8b8cf412eab905d5d81d406c0088ab049ee98ee361ac08588a18eac7401f4f18
https://blockchain.info/tx/e61e291702d4f676f2b614fc70739c24ef079fe3f889a2cbbb5a799cc404c6c6
https://blockchain.info/tx/e61e291702d4f676f2b614fc70739c24ef079fe3f889a2cbbb5a799cc404c6c6
https://blockchain.info/tx/32d8f58582b7a66d417fc285675f17a8f70f9001006207db95343892591174bb
https://blockchain.info/tx/32d8f58582b7a66d417fc285675f17a8f70f9001006207db95343892591174bb
https://blockchain.info/tx/df8a658cfcae3cb6a80d1b52e671fdb97888c2c1c5f576b9d8db9c7ee50735e0
https://blockchain.info/tx/df8a658cfcae3cb6a80d1b52e671fdb97888c2c1c5f576b9d8db9c7ee50735e0
https://blockchain.info/tx/1268ce6d822148745f23d824dc992410d211b425fb516866f04a68fb73225df5
https://blockchain.info/tx/1268ce6d822148745f23d824dc992410d211b425fb516866f04a68fb73225df5
https://blockchain.info/tx/3f87410de04fbb173eb70ad92bf0e97facded50e1ba03838ff1d35647695e37d
https://blockchain.info/tx/3f87410de04fbb173eb70ad92bf0e97facded50e1ba03838ff1d35647695e37d
https://blockchain.info/tx/0205c7114835d48601d3f12b2210b51898233ca714738df5d56557bacc9ff7b8
https://blockchain.info/tx/0205c7114835d48601d3f12b2210b51898233ca714738df5d56557bacc9ff7b8


The One Foundation

While Jet Li was vacationing in the Maldives on December 
26, 2004 with his family, the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake 
and tsunami struck. He was immediately able to grab hold 
of his older daughter while his younger daughter (a toddler 
at the time) was swept aside by the water. As a result of his 
calls for help and recognition amongst the locals, she was 
saved and reunited with Jet Li. Understanding that in life 
there are countless times when help is given by others, he 
was inspired by this incident to create and set-up the Jet Li 
One Foundation as his way of giving back.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_Foundation

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jet_Li
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2004_Indian_Ocean_earthquake_and_tsunami
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2004_Indian_Ocean_earthquake_and_tsunami
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2004_Indian_Ocean_earthquake_and_tsunami
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_Foundation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_Foundation


Bitcoin Is Fast, Transparent

When responding to a crisis, funds need to be 
mobilized quickly

Quickly with Bitcoin doesn’t mean an inability to 
Audit.  In Real Time.  To insure funds reach the 
intended party

Bitcoin facilitates any sort of mobilization of 
funds, even from within an organization to 
respond to some need



The Next Passing Bitcoin : Oct 12

● Each participant will deposit at least 1 
Bitcoin

● After their turn in the Passing Bitcoin, their 
deposit will either be returned to the 
participant, or sent one of the Passing 
Bitcoin Charities, as they choose

● The goal is to demonstrate Bitcoin and raise 
a significant sum for Bitcoin Charities



More about Passing Bitcoin

 www.passingbitcoin.com

http://www.passingbitcoin.com

